
Robert Smith
Supervised Visitation Worker

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Master's educated Supervised Visitation Worker professional with education and experience 
interacting with client, developing trust to uncover patient needs. Driven to provide clear and 
concise treatment options performing accurate current state analysis while balancing 
organizational guidelines with patient needs. A strong communicator able to effectively engage a 
variety of individuals. A passionate care provider/patient advocate who thrives on the immediate 
impact of exceptional care.

SKILLS

MS Office, Supervising Skills.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Supervised Visitation Worker
ABC Corporation  2015 – 2015 
 Responsible for supervising court-ordered visits Responsible for adhering to specific 

guidelines.
 Learned and developed intervention strategies for providing safe visits and exchanges 

between children and non-custodial parents.
 Conducted intakes, scheduled appointments, maintained progress notes, and assisted with 

treatment summaries for court and maintenance of office.
 Facilitated visitations between children in the foster care program with their biological 

families.
 Provided transportation as needed for clients to and from supervised visits.
 Communicated regularly with parents, foster parents, social workers, and supervisor 

regarding visits.
 Documented visitation activities and ensure safety of clients during all visits.

Supervised Visitation Worker
Delta Corporation  2008 – 2010 
 Interact with parents and families Provide parents with skills to promote improved family 

interaction Supervise family visits Maintain accurate .
 Complete all documentation in a timely manner to report to court.
 Document interactions/ conversations, concerns between biological parent and child placed in

foster care.
 I monitored non custodial parents while they visited with their children to ensure the safety 

and correct interactions between parent and child.
 I impacted the lives of the children involved and helped them understand they were in a safe 

place and if they needed help talking and expression .
 Skills Used Leadership skills.
 Maintain weekly updates with Supervisor regarding all cases Supervise visits of non-custodial 

parents with their child(ren).

EDUCATION

Master's
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